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BACKGROUND

The physical layout of the media screen, the joystick and the focus knob was changed to better
integrate the media piece with the specimen display.

PURPOSE

This study determines:
• if more visitors changed magnification with the touchscreen in the new configuration

• if they see a focused image after changing magnification

• if the visitors who changed magnification thought the higher magnification was a valuable
feature of the exhibit.
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SETUP

Figure 1. Stand-alone exhibit setup- Physically Integrated

METHOD

 Uncued Interviews
 Visitors were approached and asked a series of questions (Appendix A) after they had

finished using the exhibit.  We interviewed visitors 8 year-old or older who had stopped at
the exhibit and tried to control the microscope for 3 or more seconds.
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DATA COLLECTED

• Times.  Data were collected during these days:

Not Physically Integrated Physically Integrated

Day Date Day Date

Tuesday 9/16/03 Friday 10/10/03

Saturday 9/20/03 Saturday 10/25/03

• Demographics

Not Physically Integrated Physically Integrated

Gender Count Gender Count

female 9 female 7

male 8 male 9

Total 17 Total 16

Not Physically Integrated Physically Integrated

Age Group Count Age Group Count

adult 10 adult 11

teen 5 teen 0

child 2 child 5

Total 17 Total 16

FINDINGS

Did visitors change magnification with the touchscreen?

Not Physically
Integrated

Physically
Integrated

Yes 8 8
No 9 8

Total 17 16

• There was no significant difference between the number of visitors who changed
magnification with the physically integrated compared to the not physically integrated
layout; Fisher’s Exact Test, p= 1.0 .
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Did visitors want to look at a higher magnification?

Not Physically
Integrated

Physically
Integrated

Total

Yes 2 4 6
No 7 4 11

Total
(those who did not change

magnification)
9 8 17

• 6/17 visitors who did not change magnification ( 35%) wanted to change magnification but
did not do so.  This suggests difficulties either finding the magnification controls or
interpreting the interface elements for magnification.

• 11/17 visitors who did not change magnification (65%) did not feel the need to change to a
higher magnification. These visitors explained:

- The image was clear or big enough
- They did not think of doing so at the exhibit

Did visitors see a focused image under higher magnification?

Not Physically
Integrated

Physically
Integrated

Yes 8 8
No 1 1

Total 1

(those who used 10X) 9 9

• There was no significant difference between the number of visitors who were able to see a
focused image with the physically integrated compared to the not physically integrated
layout; Fisher’s Exact Test, p=.334.

Did they adjust the focus to do so?

Not Physically
Integrated

Physically
Integrated

Yes 8 5
No 0 3

Total 8 8

                                                  
1 In both groups, one visitor started with the 10x objective.
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• 5/8 visitors who saw a focused image ( 63%) used the focus knob in the integrated
configuration to focus with the 10x objective.

Did visitors think the higher magnification is a valuable addition to the exhibit?

 Physically Integrated

Much better 2
Better 6
Same 1
Worse 0

Much worse 0
Total 8

• Most visitors (8/9) who used the higher magnification thought the higher magnification made
the exhibit much better or better than having one, lower magnification.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

• The physically integrated setup did not encourage more visitors to use the magnification
feature.  A few visitors who did want but did not use magnification were confused by the
interface.  However, a majority of visitors who did not use magnification explained that they
did not feel a real need to look at the image more closely or in more detail.     Therefore, it is
not a case of visitors not being able to find the magnification feature.  Instead, magnification
is currently not well incorporated into the key activity at the exhibit.   If we want to encourage
more people to use the magnification feature, then we should experiment with better
integrating the activity of magnification in what visitors do at the standalone.
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APPENDIX A: Interview Questions

1. Did you have any trouble using the exhibit?  What?

2. Do you have any questions about what you saw?  What would you like to know about what
you saw at that exhibit?

a. Did you get a chance to change the magnification of the image on the main monitor to look
at something more closely?

YES NO

b. [If YES] What did you see when you changed the magnification?

c. At any time, did you want to take a [even] closer look at anything you saw on this big
monitor / point to main monitor  /   

YES NO

d. [If YES] Was there anything in particular that you wanted to take a closer look at?  What?

3. [If used 10x] Did you see anything under the higher magnification that you didn’t or couldn’t
see under the lower magnification?  What?

4. Did having a high and a low magnification make the exhibit _____ than having low
magnification alone?

Much better Better About the Same Worse Much worse


